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Abstract. The demonstration shows the system Welkin, a multilingual system that analyses one or several source texts with a cascade of
linguistic-processing modules, including syntactic analyses, text identification and text classification techniques, in order to fill in a database of
information about it. That information is later used to generate on-thefly adaptive on-line information sites according to some user profiles.
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Introduction

Welkin1 is an on-going project which started three years ago, whose aim is
to build automatically adaptive on-line hypermedia sites from electronic texts
using Natural Language Processing techniques [1, 2]. It differs from previous
approaches in that the knowledge base is generated automatically from source
texts. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the system, which is divided into two
steps: an off-line processing in which the texts are analysed and several internal
databases are created, and an on-line processing step, in which the web pages
are generated, when users access the system, in an adaptive way.
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Off-line processing step

During the off-line processing, the domain-specific texts provided by the user
are analysed with some modules, which can be configured by the user. Currently,
the following modules are available:
– Linguistic processing tools: tokenisation, sentence splitting, stemming, chunking, and a shallow dependency parser.
– Term extraction: the unknown domain-specific terms that have a high frequency of appearance in the documents are automatically considered relevant
terms and collected.
?
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Fig. 1. Left: High-level architecture of Welkin. Right: Screenshot.

– Special terminology identification: there are modules which are specialist for
identifying dates and scientific names inside the texts.
– Finally, a module that classifies the unknown terms, automatically, inside a
semantic network, so some meaning can be inferred from their position.
The cited modules are currently available for English and Spanish, so texts in
both languages can be processed. The output of this step, apart from annotating
the texts with the output of the modules, is also to build a database with all
the information that could be extracted. This step is fully automatised, so the
whole web site can be generated just by executing a script that indicates which
modules to use.
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On-line processing step

After a brief description and show of the off-line step, the demonstration will
centre on the on-line step, which involves the ways in which users can interact
with the system. This includes the creation of their initial profiles, and the manners in which Welkin adapts the contents according to them. The possibilities
for adaptation include:
– An automatic summarisation of the generated pages, depending on the user’s
reading speed and available time.
– A selection of the contents inside each page, according to a profile of interests.
– An additional tool to guide a search on Internet for terms from the web site.
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